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Centimeter-scale hole diffusion and its application
in organic light-emitting diodes
Shihao Liu1,2, Jiaming Zhang1, Chunxiu Zang1, Letian Zhang1, Wenfa Xie1*, Chun-Sing Lee2*
In conventional organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), current balance between electron and hole transport
regions is typically achieved by leakage of the major carrier through the devices or by accumulation of the major
carrier inside the devices. Both of these are known to reduce performances leading to reduction of efficiency and
operation stability due to exciton-polaron annihilation, etc. We found that hole diffusion in a centimeter-scale can
be achieved in a PEDOT:PSS layer via composition and interface engineering. This ultralong distance hole diffusion
enables substantially enhanced hole diffusion current in the lateral direction perpendicular to the applied electric
field in typical organic optoelectronic devices. By introducing this lateral hole diffusion layer (LHDL) at the anode
side of OLEDs, reduced carrier accumulation, improved efficiency, and enhanced operation stability are demonstrated. The application of the LHDL provides a third strategy for current balancing with much reduced harmful
effects from the previous two approaches.
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matching electron and hole mobilities, is there a third scenario beyond the above two described by Fave et al. (13)?
Inspired by a milestone discovery of Forrest et al. (25, 26), in this
work, we show that a third scenario is possible via introducing current
diffusion flow in the lateral direction (i.e., perpendicular to the applied electric field). So far, almost all studies of OLEDs are mainly
focused on the carrier dynamics along the direction of electric field,
namely, the drifting of carriers perpendicular to the planar devices
(27–29). However, charge carriers can also diffuse in all directions,
including perpendicular to the electric field, as carrier “diffusion” is
driven by concentration gradient and is independent of the electric
field (30). Recently, Forrest et al. (25) showed a breakthrough that
lateral electron diffusion in centimeter scale can be achieved in a
doped C60 channel at room temperature. This centimeter-scaled electron diffusion is of critical importance for understanding fundamental
physics in organic optoelectronic devices and can be applied for
making charge-coupled devices (31). On the one hand, Leo et al.
(32, 33) constructed an OLED by using an electron lateral transport
layer with a conductivity of 4 S/cm and observed emission spreading
of ~300 m outside the anode-cathode overlapping region. On the
other hand, this long-range diffusion for hole has not been reported.
In this work, we demonstrated that hole diffusion in centimeter
length scale can be achieved in poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) layers via composition and
interface engineering. This ultralong scale hole diffusion is further exploited to address the issue of efficiency roll-off in OLEDs. It was
found that lateral hole diffusion beyond the cathode-anode overlapping region can redistribute carriers and induce additional electron
injection from the cathode/organic interface. This leads to effective
reduction of hole accumulation inside the device and thus reduces
efficiency roll-off. The device also shows over two times of operation
lifetime enhancement comparing with the corresponding device without a lateral hole diffusion layer (LHDL). Last, we also demonstrate this
by incorporating a LHDL in a white phosphorescent OLED.
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RESULTS

While full-color organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays have
been widely commercialized in the past decade, commercial products
of OLED solid-state lighting are still rare. One important reason is
that OLEDs, especially high-efficiency phosphorescent OLEDs, do
have a common disadvantage that their efficiencies show severe
roll-off at high brightness (1–9). It is thus important to address this
issue for promoting OLEDs’ lighting applications. The “efficiency
roll-off” issue is caused by different nonlinear and complicated
processes related to organic semiconductors’ intrinsic properties
(9–11). For organic semiconductors, hole drifting mobilities in hole-
transporting materials are typically several orders of magnitude
higher than electron mobilities in electron-transporting materials
(9, 10, 12). It is generally considered that these mobility differences
would lead to unmatched electron and hole currents. Fave et al. (13)
have shown that there are two possible scenarios in typical OLEDs.
In the first situation, after electron-hole recombination, the surplus carriers
(typically hole) will flow through the whole devices. These leakages
of the major carriers not only waste energy without generating light
but can also decrease operation lifetime. For example, Aziz et al.
(14) have shown that leakage of hole current can cause degradation of
tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum(III) (Alq3) in a prototypical
N,N’-bis(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N’-bis(phenyl)-benzidine (NBP)/
Alq3 device. In many high-efficiency devices, hole-blocking layers are
thus inserted to suppress the hole leakage. This leads to the second
scenario that excessive holes would accumulate inside the devices,
leading to built-in electric fields, which would suppress the hole current
and finally achieve balanced currents at electron and hole transport
regions. However, these accumulated holes can form polarons and can
quench excitons via exciton-polaron annihilation, leading to decreased
efficiency and operation lifetime (15–24). It can be seen that in either
scenario, both efficiency and operation lifetime are harmfully affected.
The key question here is that before we can develop materials with
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Properties of conventional devices without LHDL
Figure 1A shows a schematic view of carrier flows of an operating
OLED driven by a direct current (DC) power source. Because of the laws of
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Fig. 1. Design of the LHDL. (A) Schematic view of carrier flows of an operating OLED driven by a DC power source; blue, red, and celeste arrows, respectively, represent
directions of hole flows, electron flows, and currents; Ih and Ie are, respectively, the injected hole and electron currents at the electrode/organic interfaces. Ih′ and Ie′ are
the leakage currents of hole and electron beyond the recombination zone, respectively. Iext is the electric current across the OLED. QA and Qh are hole charges at the
surface of anode and in the device interior, respectively. QC and Qe are the corresponding electron charges. (B) Theoretically calculated contributions of TTA and TPA to
EQE loss in device C1 as a function of current density. Experimentally measured relative EQE is shown as symbol ★.(C) Side-view schematic diagram of an OLED with a
lateral hole transport layer and (D) its top view. (E) Lateral resistance and (F) capacitance per unit volume characteristics of different types of PEDOT:PSS layers. (G) Topview images of devices C1, C2, D1, and D2 under 6 V.

conservation of charge and continuity of electric current, there is
only a fixed electric current Iext in the whole OLED circuit (Fig. 1A),
including the OLED itself. The Iext is the net rate of flow of holes
and/or electrons, and the direction of Iext (celeste arrows) is defined
as the direction of hole flows (blue arrows) and the opposite direction of electron flows (red arrows). Because of exciton radiative
recombination, most holes and electrons would be neutralized by
each other and not contribute to the Iext beyond the recombination
zone. Thus, the Iext of hole transport region consists of the injected
hole current Ih and the electron leakage Ie′, while that of electron
transport region is contributed by the injected electron current Ie
and the hole leakage Ih′. In many high-efficiency devices (34–36),
carrier blocking layers are inserted to suppress the leakage currents
(Ie′ ≈ 0, Ih′ ≈ 0). Then, there is a current balance between the hole
and the electron transport regions for these OLED
	I ext = I h = Ie  	
Liu et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabm1999 (2022)
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(1)

However, for organic semiconductors, hole-drifting mobilities in
hole-transporting materials are typically several orders of magnitude
higher than electron mobilities in electron-transporting materials
(9, 10, 12). In this case, carrier accumulations inside devices would
replace the current leakages for balancing currents of the hole and
the electron transport regions (13).
First, a green phosphorescent OLED with a conventional device
structure of indium tin oxide (ITO), PEDOT:PSS (30 nm), di-[4(N,N-di-p-tolyl-amino)-phenyl]cyclohexane (TAPC; 30 nm),
4,4′,4″-tris(carbazol-9-yl)triphenylamine (TCTA; 5 nm),
4,4′-bis(carbazol-9-yl)biphenyl [CBP; 10 weight % (wt %)], tris(2-
phenylpyridine)iridium(III) [Ir(ppy)3; 30 nm], 1,3,5-tri[(3-pyridyl)-
phen-3-yl]benzene (TmPyPB; 50 nm), lithium fluoride (LiF; 1 nm),
Mg (10 wt %), and Ag (100 nm) was fabricated and called device C1.
Characteristics of device C1 are given in the Supplementary Materials
(fig. S1). Relative external quantum efficiency (EQE) with respect
to the maximum EQE (EQEmax) of the device is shown with ★
symbols in Fig. 1B. It can be seen that EQE of the device decreases
2 of 10
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d Q  
	I R = I h − I h′  − ─h  = Ie  	
dt

(2)

where Ih and Ie are, respectively, the injected hole and electron
currents at the electrode/organic interfaces. Ih′ is the leakage hole
current beyond the recombination zone. Qh is the accumulated hole
charges inside the device. Because of efficient hole-blocking abilities
of TmPyPB, Ih′ can be approximated to zero for device C1. Thus,
the balance of hole and electron currents is mainly achieved via the
term dQh/dt. Upon carrier injection (fig. S6B), Qh increase steadily
such that internal potential distribution will be affected. The potential difference (Eh) across hole transport region will decrease, leading to a decreased Ih. Last, enough Qh is accumulated (i.e., dQh/
dt = 0) and leads to a dynamic equilibrium between hole and electron currents (Ih = Ie). Under this dynamic equilibrium, internal
electric field distribution is highly uneven. For example, Fave et al.
(13) showed that Ee can be over three times higher than Eh. Given
that the electric field for typical OLEDs is high (>107 V/m), a
considerable number of holes would accumulate in the device interior (l011 to l012 cm−2, in reference to our result as shown in fig.
S5B). The accumulated holes finally lead to serious TPA in device
C1 (Fig. 1B).
Liu et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabm1999 (2022)
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Design of the LHDL
To address the issue of excessive hole accumulation, we proposed to
introduce a lateral hole current IL by inserting a lateral hole transport
layer (LHTL) between ITO and organic function layers, as shown in
Fig. 1 (C and D). The IL is anticipated to generate an additional
electric field helping to extract electrons from the cathode side. As
discussed in note S3 (fig. S6C), we show that after introducing the
LHTL, it is possible to achieve hole-electron current balance without
involving (or with much reduced) hole accumulation. However, note
S3 also shows that the LHTL-induced current balance only works
under the assumption that the lateral current IL is obtained via diffusion from the LHTL layer at the anode-cathode overlapping region
instead of injection from the ITO. Further evidence supporting this
assumption is provided in the later parts of the paper.
PEDOT:PSS is exploited for applications as the lateral transport
layer because its conductivity can be changed over a wide range by
adjusting its composition and configuration (fig. S7). Figure 1D
shows lateral resistivities (fig. S8) of different types of PEDOT:PSS
films, including PE4083 (PEDOT:PSS Clevios P VP AI 4083, 30 nm),
PE4083/PE8000 bilayer (PEDOT:PSS Clevios P VP: AI 4083, 30 nm/
CH 8000, 30 nm), PE4083-MeOH (methanol-treated PE4083), and
PE4083-MeOH/PE8000. Details on preparation of these PEDOT:PSS
films are given in the experimental section. As shown in Fig. 1E,
untreated PEDOT:PSS films (PE4083, PE4083/PE8000) have higher
resistivities, while treatment with methanol (MeOH) can substantially decrease their resistivities. PEDOT:PSS has simultaneously
high conductivity and capacitance (Fig. 1, E and F). Holes can be
stored at the interface between the conducting PEDOT-rich phase
and the insulating PSS rich phase (38, 39). Figure 1F shows that the
capacitance of PEDOT:PSS can be increased over two orders of magnitudes upon treatments. The voltage dependence of capacitance is
considered to be related to the two-phase system of PEDOT:PSS. The
PEDOT:PSS should be treated as two-phase system consisting of
PEDOT and PSS chains. The PEDOT:PSS aqueous emulsion is stable
because the water-soluble PSS in excess surrounds the PEDOT:PSS
particles. It is reasonably considered that carrier blocking and confining abilities of the external PSS surrounding the inner PEDOT:PSS
is influenced by the bias voltage and, thus, the capacitance.
Devices C1, C2, D1, and D2 were then prepared using PE4083,
PE4083/PE8000, PE4083-MeOH, and PE4083-MeOH/PE8000, respectively, as shown in fig. S9. Figure 1G shows images of the devices
operating at 6 V. It can be seen that the emitting area in devices C1
and C2 is limited to the cathode-ITO overlapping region. Apparent
emission spreading out of the cathode-ITO overlapping region can
be observed in devices D1 and D2. Apparently, the conductivities of
PE4083 and PE4083/PE8000 layers are not high enough to allow
adequate lateral hole current IL such that devices C1 and C2 behave
as conventional devices with no observable emission spreading. The
high conductivity of PE4083-MeOH and PE4083-MeOH/PE8000 in
devices D1 and D2 enables enhanced lateral hole current IL and thus
emission spreading. In particular, emission can still be obtained in
device D2 from regions of centimeter scale away from the cathode-
ITO overlapping region. It can be noted that device D2 shows much
wider emission spreading than device D1 (Fig. 1G), although their
PEDOT:PSS layers have similar lateral resistances and conductivities
(~4 S/cm; Fig. 1E and fig. S10). This suggests that the capacitance
(Fig. 1F) of the PEDOT:PSS layer might have influences on the
lateral current IL. Thus, we further measure the impedance spectra
(Fig. 2) of the PEDOT:PSS layers in devices C2 and D2 with the
3 of 10
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considerably when the current density is higher than 1 mA/cm2.
Only about 20% of the EQEmax can be maintained when the current
density is 600 mA/cm2. Actually, we have prepared devices using
different combinations of a common anode buffer layer of PEDOT:PSS
and a hole buffer interlayer of TCTA (fig. S3A). Figure S3 shows
that these layers have little help in addressing the efficiency rolloff and give no apparent performance enhancement at high current
densities. The severe EQE loss at high current densities in typical
phosphorescent OLEDs has been attributed to triplet-polaron annihilation (TPA) and triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) (9, 10, 17, 18).
Following the approach of Leo et al. (9) and with reference to the
parameters (fig. S2A and table S1), we proceed to determine their
relative contributions by analyzing densities of triplets (nT) and
polaron (nP) at steady state. Calculated relative EQE losses due to
TTA and TPA are respectively shown as pink and cyan areas in
Fig. 1B. Calculated densities of triplet and polaron at different current densities are given in fig. S2B.
As shown in Fig. 1A, TPA dominates the quenching process
across the whole current range. This phenomenon can be attributed
to excessive hole accumulation caused by the unmatched hole and
electron transporting abilities of the organic layers. To confirm this,
we prepare a hole-only (C1h) and an electron-only (C1e) devices by
modifying the structure of device C1 (fig. S4). Figure S5A shows
that current density of device C1h is much higher than that of device C1e. From this result, it can be reasonably considered that the
hole and electron transporting abilities of device C1 are highly unmatched (hole dominated). We then measured the capacitance-voltage
characteristic of device C1 (fig. S5B). It can be seen that upon carrier
injection (at 2.8 V, point a′), capacitance of device C1 shows an initial
increase as voltage increases. This is mostly attributed to hole accumulation in the emitting layer based on the discussion in note S1.
Using the “Marburg model” (fig. S6A) (13, 37), the reason of carrier
accumulation in device C1 is explored in note S2. In the operating
hole–dominant device C1 (fig. S6B), the recombination current
IR can be expressed as
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configuration as shown in fig. S8. Reflective or transmissive finite-
length linear diffusions and semi-infinite linear diffusion are characterized by the theoretically derived complex plane plots (Fig. 2A)
of Warburg impedance (40). Their boundary conditions are shown
in Fig. 2B. The experimental results (Fig. 2, C and D) show that hole
transport in the PH4083/PH8000 film belongs to a semi-infinite
linear diffusion with a semi-infinite boundary while that in the
PH4083-MeOH/PH8000 film belongs to a finite-length diffusion
with a transmissive boundary. It indicates that diffusion of the
PE4083/PE8000 is only bounded by an electrode on one side while
that of the PE4083-MeOH/PE8000 is not. Results of the PE4083 and
PE4083-MeOH films (fig. S11) are similar to those of their corresponding bilayer PEDOT:PSS films. The hole diffusivity, D, of the
PE4083-MeOH/PE8000 film is then estimated as ~3 × 10−3 cm2/s
(note S4), which is over two orders of magnitude higher than that
(lower than 1.8 × 10−5 cm2/s) of the PE4083/PE8000 film. We
can thus reasonably consider that lateral carrier transport in the
PEDOT:PSS layers belongs to hole diffusion behavior as a result of
the combination of their high conductivity and capacitance properties. For this reason, these PEDOT:PSS layers are hereafter referred
as LHDL.
We then measured transient electroluminescence (EL) of devices
C2 and D2 from a far field such that emissions both within and
outside the cathode-ITO overlapping region can be collected (Fig. 3A).
It can be seen that the transient EL in device C2 matches well to the
electrical pulse showing little delay. The transient EL in device D2
shows two rising stages. The initial rise (<10 s) is nearly identical
to that of device C2 (see inset of Fig. 3A). The delayed rise is much
Liu et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabm1999 (2022)
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slower and emerges when device C2 maintains a steady state. Transient EL from device D2 was then measured from the spot marked
with “*” in Fig. 1G, which is about 0.57 cm outside the cathode-ITO
overlapping region, using a longer electrical pulse of 480 s (fig.
S12). No appreciable EL signal can be observed before 90 s (see
magnified region in the inset of fig. S12). This suggests that emission from this spot requires diffusion and accumulation of carriers
from a long distance away. Thus, the initial and delayed emissions
shown in Fig. 3A correspond to emissions within and outside the
cathode-ITO overlapping region, respectively. However, transient
current characteristics (Fig. 3B) show that the external currents of
devices C2 and D2 remain unchanged after initial charging process
(i.e., after 10 s) for activating the OLED. This suggests that the
IL for driving the delayed EL rise is not directly injected from the
ITO anode.
The delayed EL (Fig. 3A and fig. S13) can be more reasonably
explained by lateral hole diffusion in the PEDOT:PSS layer driven
by the hole concentration gradient. When the bias is first applied,
carrier movement will be dominantly controlled by the vertical
electric field. There will be little lateral current IL as there is no
apparent carrier density gradient initially. The PEDOT:PSS will be
steadily charged up with an increasing hole concentration. Upon
fully charged, there will be a large enough lateral hole concentration
gradient driving a lateral hole current IL. The laterally diffuse holes
would then induce additional electron injection from the cathode
giving rise to the delayed EL. With this understanding, the hole-
electron current balance can be achieved via lateral hole diffusion
(as discussed in note S3)
4 of 10
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Fig. 2. Impedance spectroscopy of PEDOT:PSS films. (A) Schematic diagram of lateral real versus imaginary impedance spectra of reflective or transmissive finite-length
linear diffusion and semi-infinite linear diffusion in theory and (B) their boundary conditions; here,  represents the charge concentration. Experimental impedance spectra
of (C) PE4083/PE8000 and (D) PE4083-MeOH/PE8000 layers. The insets show their equivalent circuits and fitting parameters.
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d  LHDL
	I h = Ie   + I L = Ie   − qDA ─
	
dx
d 



(3)

LHDL
refers to lateral hole diffusion, and A is the
The term −
 qDA _
dx
longitudinal cross-section area of the LHDL at the border (dashed
line in Fig. 1D) of the ITO-cathode overlapping region.
To further confirm this, capacitance-voltage characteristics of the
devices and current-voltage characteristics of their single-carrier devices (fig. S14) were measured. As shown in Fig. 3 (C and D), devices
D1 and D2 show much higher geometric capacitance than devices
C1 and C2. This is due to highly improved carrier storage ability of
the PEDOT:PSS layers upon MeOH treatment (fig. S15 and note S5).
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After carrier injection (point a/a′ in Fig. 3, C and D and dotted line
in Fig. 3E), devices C1 and C2 show capacitance increases from point
a′ to point b′, corresponding to carrier accumulation in the emitting
layer (41). The capacitance changes in devices D1 (Fig. 3C) and D2
(Fig. 3D) differ considerably from those of devices C1 and C2. It can
be seen that upon turning on (at 3.1 V, blue sphere/point b), capacitances of devices D1 and D2 show initial decreases as voltage increases. This gives evidence that current balance in these devices is not
d Q  

h
 = Ie  ),
solely achieved via carrier accumulation (I R = I h − I h′  − _
dt

and the lateral current IL should work for achieving current balance
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(Ih = Ie + IL). We can observe a brightness enhancement within the
ITO-cathode overlapping region of devices D2 and D1 at the same
bias voltage (fig. S16). Because of the same working function (fig. S17)
of PEDOT:PSS films, the injection currents at the ITO-cathode overlapping regions of devices D2 and D2 is considered to be similar to
those of devices C1 and C2. These results thus support the reduction of
TPA within and outside the ITO-cathode overlapping region of
devices D2 and D1. Furthermore, the lateral diffusion of hole makes
it possible for achieving current balance without suppressing hole
current. As shown in Fig. 3E, the current of device D2 (D1) is much
higher than that of device C2 (C1) under high-bias voltages. According to the voltage-current characteristics (Fig. 3F and fig. S18) of
single-carrier devices, the current improvement of devices D2 and
D1 is mainly attributed to the improvement in electron current (see
IeL in fig. S6C). Besides, Mott-Schottky analyses (fig. S19) also clearly
show that devices D2h and C2h show the same built-in potential,
while device D2e shows a lower one than device C2e. The results
agree well with their current-voltage characteristics.
Working mechanism of an OLED with a LHDL
We further prepare three devices (see the Fig. 3G) for better understanding of the lateral current IL and its origin. The three devices are
prepared by modifying the cathode pattern of device D2 and respectively marked as devices D2-0, D2-1, and D2-2. We can note
from Fig. 3H that with the same bias voltage of 4 V, device D2-2
shows emission spreading in the cyan dashed area, while the other
devices do not. The emission spreading is proportional to the IL. The
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Mg:Ag

phenomenon cannot be a resistance-dominant behavior (Fig. 3I),
otherwise the IL should be the same for the cyan dashed areas of the
three devices due to parallel circuit characteristics. On the other
hand, the phenomenon can be explained by the capacitance-dominant
diffusion behavior (Fig. 3J) as proposed in the last section. The IL will
be first injected at the ITO-cathode overlapping area (see the Iext in
Fig. 3B) and then diffuse outside (see the delayed rise of Fig. 3A).
The diffusion behavior would lead to a constant IL flowing out of the
ITO-cathode area. In devices D2-0 and D2-1, the overall IL is consumed around the ITO-cathode overlapping area before arriving at
the cyan dashed area. When parts of cathode are removed in device
D2-2, the IL can then flow into the cyan dashed area.
As noted above, a working mechanism of the OLEDs with LHDL
is proposed and shown in Fig. 4. Compared to electrons, holes are
usually more easily injected into the organic layer from anode upon
biasing. Because of the highly conductive and capacitive LHDL, excess holes can laterally diffuse outside of the ITO-cathode overlapping region. These diffused holes would then generate an electric
field to redistribute electron distribution and assist electron injection
from the top cathode. This can explain the observation that device
D2 has a much enhanced electron current compared to device C2
(Fig. 3F). Last, the diffused holes and induced electrons form excitons, and photons can be produced from regions both inside and
outside of the ITO-cathode overlapping regions. Because of the additional emission from the diffusion area, the total luminescence of
device D2 is much higher than that of device C2 (fig. S1b). Because
of the reduced hole accumulation in the emitting layer, TPA inside
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Fig. 4. A working mechanism of an OLED with lateral hole diffusion. (A) Applying bias voltage across the anode and cathode. (B) Carrier injection in injection area.
(C) Asymmetric hole and electron transport abilities. (D) Hole lateral diffusion. (E) Electrical field formation in diffusion area (i.e., area outside ITO-cathode overlapping
region). (F) Carrier redistribution and injection in diffusion area. (G) Exciton recombination radiation.
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the ITO-cathode overlapping region is also reduced, thus resulting in
a brightness enhancement inside the nominal device region (fig. S16).

are shown in fig. S22. Device with the structure of device D2 was
then fabricated on substrates with the ITO arrays and labeled device
D2AA′. For comparison, devices with the structure of device C2 or
D2 were respectively fabricated on large-area ITO substrates (Fig. 5E)
and marked as device C2LA or D2LA. Devices C2LA and D2LA
have the same lighting-emitting area (10 mm by 12 mm; see Fig. 5F)
as device D2AA′. Figure 5B shows image (top) of operating device
D2AA′. Region marked with green circle is shown as magnified image
(bottom). It can be seen that overlapping of spread-out emissions from
neighboring ITO finger eventually smooth out the intensity modulation, and the fringe pattern is no longer observable in device D2AA′.

OLEDs with LHDL and ITO array anodes
As shown in fig. S20, the emission intensity shows an exponential
decay with the distance outside the ITO-cathode overlapping region.
This agrees well with the assumption that the lateral current IL is
due to diffusion from the PEDOT:PSS layer (fig. S21 and note S6).
To achieve quasi-uniform emission, application of the lateral hole
diffusion for OLEDs is then developed by using an array of ITO grid
anode (Fig. 5, A to D). Width of and spacing between the ITO fingers
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Fig. 5. OLEDs with LHDL and ITO array anodes. (A) Schematic diagram of the ITO grid array anode and the corresponding OLED. (B) Photographs (top) of operating
device D2AA′ with the ITO grid array anodes. Bottom shows magnified images from the green circles marked in the top picture. (C) Schematic diagram of anisotropic
PEDOT:PSS film. (D) Equivalent circuit model of device D2AA′. (E) Schematic diagram of the control devices C2LA and D2LA and (F) image of the operating device D2LA.
(G) Current-voltage-luminous flux characteristics, (H) EQE-current characteristics and normalized EL spectra, and (I) normalized luminous flux degradation v(t)/ v(0)
[v(0) = 0.38 lm] of devices C2LA, D2LA, and D2AA′ with an emitting area of 1.2 cm2. (J) Current-voltage-luminous flux characteristics, (K) EQE-luminous flux characteristics,
and (L) EL spectra of white device WDAA′ with an emitting area of 1.2 cm2; inset shows its photographs.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
PEDOT:PSS (Clevios P VP AI 4083, Clevios P VP CH 8000) and
Ir(ppy)3 were purchased from Xi'an Polymer Light Technology Corp.
PEDOT:PSS (Clevios P VP AI 4083), TAPC, TCTA, CBP, Firpic,
PO-01, 5,10-bis(4-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)-2,6-dimethylphenyl)-5,10-
dihydroboranthrene (CzDBA), bis(2-methyldibenzo[f,h]quinoxaline)
(acetylacetonate)iridium(III) [Ir(MDQ)2(acac)], TmPyPB, and LiF
of OLED grade were purchased from Lumtech Corp. All materials
were directly used without further purification.
OLED fabrication
Before using, the PEDOT:PSS aqueous solutions were filtered with
0.45-m polyamide filters. ITO substrates (25 ohm sq−1) were cleaned
by ultrasonic cleaning, dried at 120°C, and then treated with air
plasma for 5 min. Using the PEDOT:PSS (Clevios P VP AI 4083)
solution, PE4083 films were then spin-coated on the substrate at
5000 rpm for 30 s, followed by annealing at 120°C for 10 min. After
that, some PE4083 films were soaked in methanol at 60°C for 10 min
and referred to as PE4083-MeOH films. To obtain PE4083/PE8000
and PE4083-MeOH/PE8000 films, PE8000 films were then spin-
coated on the PE4083 and PE4083-MeOH films at 5000 rpm for 30 s
using PEDOT:PSS (Clevios P VP CH 8000) solution, followed by
annealing at 120°C for 10 min. All the small molecular function
layers and cathode were then deposited in turn on the PEDOT:PSS–
coated substrates via thermal evaporation. Evaporating rates of the
organic materials, LiF, and Mg:Ag are 1 to 2, 0.05 to 0.1, and 2 to
3 Å/s, respectively.
Device measurements and film characterizations
EL performances of all OLEDs were measured in atmosphere at room
temperature. Spectral flux e (W/nm) emitted from the OLEDs in
the forward direction was measured using a commercial goniophotometric measurement system (Otsuka Electronics, Japan) consisting
of a Keithley 2400 source, a MCPD 9800 spectrometer, an integrated
sphere, and a light-receiving fiber. Performance parameters not
related to light-emitting area are obtained as
780
   ∫380
  V( )   e d,	
	  v = Km

DISCUSSION

Centimeter-scale lateral hole diffusion behavior is observed in a
PEDOT:PSS bilayer film that consists of a methanol-treated
Liu et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabm1999 (2022)

PEDOT:PSS layer with high conductivity, which forms a highly
capacitive interface with another untreated PEDOT:PSS layer. With
this hole diffusion layer, hole injected from the anode can diffuse
laterally in centimeter scale away from the anode. This process
(i) generates spatial variation of carrier density for balancing carrier
injection/transport in the normal emission region defined by the
ITO-cathode overlapping area and (ii) induces additional electron
injection outside the ITO-cathode overlapping area. These not only
lead to a higher luminescence resulting from the spread-out emission but also substantially reduce exciton loss due to polaron-exciton
quenching due to the reduced excess hole density at the normal
emission region. By combining this hole diffusion layer with an ITO
grid array anode, we demonstrate high-performance phosphorescent
OLEDs with record-low EQE roll-off at high current and much
improved device lifetime.
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Moreover, the impedance spectra (fig. S23) and infrared images
(fig. S24) show that the use of long and thin ITO array will not result
in increased ITO resistance nor serious thermal effect. This is due
to parallel circuit characteristics of this type of ITO electrode and
anisotropic transport property of the PEDOT:PSS film (Fig. 5C and
fig. S25). The resistance is not a reason for EQE losses but a reason
for current limitation (fig. S26). To clarify the issue, the equivalent
circuit model of device D2AA′ is presented in Fig. 5D. Rx and Ry,
respectively, represent the resistance of the PEDOT:PSS film between two ITO fingers in x and y directions (Fig. 5C). Because of the
finger shape, Ry (~8.6 megohm) is four orders of magnitude higher
than Rx (~438 ohm). Thus, most current would flow from ITO2 in
the x direction to the PEDOT:PSS rather than from ITO1 in the
y direction. Besides, the ITO2 has a resistance in kiloohms, but its
resistance is still two orders of magnitude lower than those of the
small molecular semiconductors on the ITO2 (with an area of 10 mm
by 50 m; see partial area of fig. S25). Considering 80 branches are
in parallel with each other (Fig. 5D), the total electrode resistance is
dozens of ohms (see the fig. S23).
Figure 5 (G to I) shows EL performances of devices D2AA′,
D2LA, and C2LA. Devices D2LA and C2LA show similar luminous
flux-voltage-current and EQE-current characteristics. Meanwhile,
with the same lighting-emitting area (10 mm by 12 mm), device
D2AA′ has much higher EQE than the two devices under high
luminous flux (fig. S27) and current (Fig. 5H). The performance
improvements of device D2AA′ are not caused by spectra variations
(see the inset of Fig. 5H and fig. S28), variations of outcoupling efficiencies (fig. S29), and microcavity effect (fig. S30). Because of the
use of large area ITO, lateral hole diffusion behavior is not anticipated in device D2LA. Thus, it should be the lateral hole diffusion
that leads to effective reduction of hole accumulation inside the
device D2AA′ and thus reduces its efficiency roll-off. Note that this
strategy is not specific to the devices above but represents a universal
strategy that can be applied in different types of OLEDs (i.e., including
blue and red phosphorescent devices and TADF devices) for improving performances (fig. S31).
The hole diffusion layer is also beneficial for improving operational
lifetime of phosphorescent OLEDs. The L50 lifetime of an OLED is defined
as the time it takes until its brightness reaches 50% of the initial value. As
shown in Fig. 5I, the LT50 lifetime of device D2AA′ can attain 215 hours,
which is nearly two times of those devices C2LA and D2LA. Lifetime improvements of the OLEDs with lateral hole diffusion should be attributed
to the reduction of exciton-polaron annihilations in these devices, which
are well known as the main reason for the short operational lifetime of
phosphorescent OLEDs (24). Last, the diffusion layer and the ITO
array electrode are applied in a white OLED (called device WDAA′)
using bis(3,5-difluoro-2-(2-pyridyl)phenyl-(2-carboxypyridyl)
(Firpic) as a blue emitter and bis (4-phenylthieno[3,2-c]pyridinato-
N,C2′)(acetylacetonate)iridium(III) (PO-01) as a yellow emitter.
Figure 5 (J to L) shows EL performances of device WDAA′. Device
WDAA′ shows a low efficiency roll-off with the increase of its luminous
flux. Considering the above devices, it is reasonably concluded that
the lateral hole diffusion plays a role in the efficiency enhancement
of WDAA′.
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I  
	CE = ─v ,	
I
  v
	PE = ─
,	
I·V
q 780
     e d	
	EQE = ─ ∫380
hc · I
where v (lm) is the luminous flux, Iv (cd) is the luminous intensity,
CE (cd/A) is the current efficiency, PE (lm/W) is the power efficiency,
Km is the maximum spectral luminous efficiency, V() is the luminosity function,  is the wavelength,  is the solid angle, I is the
current, V is the bias voltage, q is the elementary charge, h is the
Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of light. Devices in this work
are Lambertian sources. For Lambertian surfaces with spatially
homogeneous emission, a factor of  sr is used to relate luminance
to illuminance, radiant intensity to radiant flux, and radiance to
radiant emittance.
These parameters were synchronously determined with a measurement software from Otsuka Electronics, Japan. The brightness
Lv (cd/m2) is related to light-emitting area
d   v
	L v= ─
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